The struggle against right-wing populist/radical and extreme right-wing movements

PROGRAMME

Wednesday 14 September
📍 Swiss Social Archives (Stadelhoferstrasse 12, 8001 Zurich)

18.00
Reception

Thursday 15 September
📍 University of Zurich (Campus Affolternstrasse, Affolternstrasse 56, 8050 Zürich)

Zoom link for those joining online:
https://uzh.zoom.us/j/64869779770?pwd=TFZnM290UWtMRmxCOUFWTGx1Y0Y2QT09

09.45-10.45
“Far-right Movements and the Struggle against them: Material in the Swiss Social Archives”
Keynote lecture by Christian Koller, Swiss Social Archives

10.45-11.00: Coffee break
11.00-12.30
Roundtable about the 50th anniversary of the European Trade Union Confederation

12.30-13.30: Lunch break

13.30-14.15
IALHI General Assembly

14.30-16.00
Simultaneous workshops

- Quality Control in Digital Archiving: Use Cases on Practices and Tools
  *Coordination:* Fabian Würtz and IALHI Working Group Digital Collections
  
  Please note that this workshop uses a different Zoom link:  
  https://uzh.zoom.us/j/62885417549?pwd=NkM4eU9Oe3l5UfUZVdzRteC9oTm1FQT09

- Labour History Institutions and Social Media: Sharing Best Practices and Insights
  *Coordination:* Lucas Poy

16.00-16.15: Coffee break

16.15-18.00
Member presentations

- Les archives Eric Decarro (Alfredo Mignini, Archives contestataires)
- Presentation on the TUC Library’s new Digital Card Catalogue (Jeff Howarth, TUC Library)
- Digitization and valorization of architectural plans and blueprints in cultural heritage collections: Challenges and best practices (Kim Robensyn and Maarten Savels, Amsab)
- Digital archives at *La contemporaine* (René Pigier, La Contemporaine)
- A new approach to analyze archived websites at the AdsD (Andreas Marquet, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung)
- Current archives of social movements: How can we prevent their loss and avoid next-generation scholars to be sourceless? (Vittore Armanni, Fondazione Feltrinelli)

18.30
Conference dinner

📍 Giesserei Oerlikon, Birchstrasse 108, 8050 Zürich
Friday 16 September

University of Zurich (Campus Affolternstrasse, Affolternstrasse 56, 8050 Zürich)

Zoom link for those joining online:
https://uzh.zoom.us/j/64869779770?pwd=TFZnM29OUWtMRmxCOUFWTGx1Y0YzQT09

9.45–10.45
• Jeff Howarth, “The Labour Research Department (LRD) and its work against the rise of fascism in Britain and Europe in the 1930s”
• Mercedes López Cantera, “Studying right-wing movements in Argentina: An overview of topics, perspectives, and sources”

10.45–11.00: Coffee break

11.00–12.30
• Franck Veyron, “Dealing with far-right publications and archives at La contemporaine”
• Marien van der Heijden, “Far-right archives at the IISG”
• Frédéric Deshusses, “The archives of Claude Cantini, a self-taught, anti-fascist historian”

12.30–13.30: Lunch break

13.30–15.15
• Kim Knott/Anja Kruke, “Responses of social democracy and trade unions to the challenges of right-wing extremism in Germany since the 1950s”
• Jesper Jørgensen, “Activist documentation: New Left against New Right in Denmark in the 1960-70s”

15.15–15.30: Coffee break

15.30–17.00
• Cristian Vasile, “Mihai Ralea and his fight against the pro-Nazi right-wing dictatorship in Romania, 1940–1944”

• Arushi Singh, “Right-wing populism in Israel: Likud and the repercussions of political hegemony”

17.00–17.15: Closing remarks (Anja Kruke)

17.30: Reception

Saturday 17 September

10.00-12.00

City tour on DADA